BELLA ROBA
Inspired by the unique Italian countryside and
picturesque vineyards, Retro 51 has created this
collection for those who know that “beautiful things”
aren’t always a world away. The line includes a desk
organizer, pencil/eyeglass holder, and a card case
that will all grow darker and richer with time.
L’ Organizzatore Desk Organizer
Pink | LEA-723
Natural | LEA-724
La Visione Pencil/Glasses Holder
Pink | LEA-703
Natural | LEA-704
Tesoro Card Case
Pink | LEA-713
Natural | LEA-714

Vino Tornado | VRR-1704
Inspiration found from wine bottles
was the hidden gem behind this Tornado. It will
have you saying, “More vino, por favore!”

ELITE TRAVELER

GIFT SETS

Agenda & Cardcase | ATS-1723
Matching pink ballpoint with leather/
metal cardcase holder.
Black Mamba | EBP-1705

Green Mamba| EBP-1714

Mamba | Enticingly exotic, this genuine leather traveler is stamped with a snakeskin pattern that will take you deep into the heart of any urban jungle.

CARDCASE

Stealth Tornado & Cardcase | VRC-1701
Matching black accessories. If doesn’t say
you mean business, we don’t know what will.

GAMES
ROLL ’EM UP
BACKGAMMON
& CHECKERS
Checkers | GA-702

RED | CC-09 | Expanding on our
popular line of card cases, this red
coated matte ﬁnish stands out among
the rest and makes a statement for
any who carry it.

Two classic board
games minus the board!
What were we thinking?
Convience and easy traveling for one, not
to mention durability with its suede leather design.

Backgammon | GA-701

DOUBLE EIGHT

TORNADO

POU | VRR-1731 | This beautiful Maki-e hand-painted Tornado showcases a group
of koi ﬁsh, carefully detailed and artistically crafted. Limited edition of 518 pieces.

ACRYLIC FOUNTAIN | ARF-1643 | With its baby pink barrel and oversize nib,
it screams poetry in motion.

STEALTH | VRR-1701| This Tornado says alot before you even pick it up. With its

AGENDA

FOUNTAIN | D8FP-702

GRANITE | Don’t be the odd man out in the meeting without a dependable

ACRYLIC | ARR-1643 | We love pink, what can we say! This one is for those
STERLING | VRR-1705 | Made of .925 sterling silver, this Tornado rollerball has

pen, rather with this eight sided pen, you’ll have the managers talking about your
performance.

who love our classic Tornado rollerball.

been line cut and complete with rhodium accents.This is one pen that outshines the rest.

ROLLERBALL | D8BP-702

black matte aluminum barrel and black trim, it could very well be the next night-writer.

STERLING | ABP-1705 | Smart, sleek and slimmer than the Tornado, this

Agenda ballpoint shines with a well-polished .925 sterling silver barrel and rhodium
trim. It’s the perfect keepsake for special memories or occasions.

SCRIPTMASTER SERIES II

MAMBA | LRR-1774 | For those with an exotic fashion taste, the Snakeskin Tor-

nado is for you. This exotic pen is made with genuine leather and has gold accents.

ROLLERBALL | SMBP-714

SUDOKU | APC-1540 | 1.1mm pencil with large eraser with barrel decorated
with Sudoku graphics. Comes with extra lead and eraser reﬁlls.

CARNATION CROCO | LRR-1773 | This genuine leather pen is now available

FOUNTAIN | SMFP-714

in an exciting new color perfect for making a statement.

CROSSWORD | APC-1545 | 1.1mm pencil with large eraser and barrel

BIG SHOT

decorated with crossword graphics. Comes with extra lead and eraser reﬁlls.

CITRON | With a high energy color like this, you can imagine how it might affect
your work or writing. Choose from fountain or twist ballpoint.

DESK SETS
SCRIPTMASTER CORONA |
PINK Ballpoint (shown) | ABP-1713
Pencil | APC-1713
Ballpoint & Pencil Set | ABS-1713

TITANIUM CHARCOAL | TRR-1705 | One element you should have in your repertoire

LAVA FLOW | BSR-1746 | Oozing multiple shades of rich acrylic colors and
hues, this big shot has erupted with a volcanic bang.

Pencil | APC-1307

STAINLESS Pencil (shown) | APC-1615

Ballpoint | ABP-1615

AGENDA LACQUERS | Slim and smart, this pen is longer than an Elite, but slim-

ATOMIC | Utilizing the newest technology, these stainless barrels have used a

mer than the classic Tornado. Comes in three exciting colors in pencil or ballpoint.

physical vapor deposition technique to achieve an ultra shiny surface that reﬂects
bright highlights to rich shadows. You’ll wish your car color was this scientiﬁcally
advanced. Choose from ﬁve styles:
Brightium (Silver) | VRR-1715
Azurium (Blue) | VRR-1717
Azurium BP & PC Set | VRS-1717
Azurium Pencil | VRP-1717
Charcoalium | VRR-1711

BLUE Ballpoint (shown) | ABP-1307

TWIN PEN

ATOMIC GEM TORNADO:
Charcoalium 1 | VRR-1718
Charcoalium 13 | VRR-1719

STAINLESS | ATT-1315

BLUE | ATT-1307

ORANGE| ATT-1302

SILVER STREAK | ZRR-1655

Back by popular demand! A ballpoint/underliner, great for highlighting important
documents. Change out the underliner to use a stylus with all your techy devices.
BLUE STREAK | ZRR-1657

RED STREAK | ZRR-1658

STREAKED FIBERGLASS | An extension of the ﬁberglass pens, these Torna-

dos merge their high tech look with bold stripes to produce extraordinary reactions!

GREETING CARDS | Packaged inside these greeting cards is a world

famous Tornado rollerball wrapped with cool graphics. Gifting for Uncle Joe
or neighbor Susie just became easy!
Congratulations | VRR-1792
Holiday | VRR-1617
Birthday (Red) | VRR-1793
Birthday (Yellow) | VRR-1791

BIG 5 | VRR-1732 | First in a series,

this pen is decorated with graphics of the “Big
5” African animals: elephant, rhino, buffalo, lion and
cheetah. Limited to 1951 pieces.

Maintain a look of elegance and class
with these desk sets that will enhance
any home or ofﬁce. Choose from fountain and rollerball set or fountain single.
Explorer Black FP | CDA-701
Safari FP | CDA-602
Ocean Blue FP & RB | CDA-707
Safari FP & RB | CDA-702

